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Abstract

The results of the efficiency of the primary reclamation process as well as the influence of the used sand temperature and other process parameters on it are presented in this paper. A separate stand realized on a reduced scale was built, which is an analogous process of the primary reclamation treatment of spent foundry sands. The used sands were introduced to the crushing process in an agglomerated form in the way typically used in industrial devices. The primary reclamation process was realized on a set of four horizontal sieves with decreasing mesh clearances while maintaining their geometrical dimensions applied in the Regmas industrial device. The model system consists of a vibratory drive mounted on the table, allowing us to control the supply frequency of the vibratory motors within a range of 40-60 Hz as well as the computer system for measuring the vibration parameters and drive power. The used sand on the quartz matrix with the KALTHARZ U404 resin and 100T3 hardener was used in our investigations. The used sand was prepared under the following conditions: cubic-shaped elements made of the applied furan sand was compacted by vibrations then hardened and subjected to heating under controlled conditions (as a “simulation” of the overheating process taking place in the mold after pouring). Time functions of the crushing and sieving process in dependence of the overheating degree of the reference sand samples (100°, 200°, and 300°C) were investigated at various table vibration frequencies and feed loads of the sieve set. The relative index of the crushing ability was determined.
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1. Introduction

As it results from the statistical analysis [1, 2], the main wastes of foundry processes are the spent foundry sands. In 2014, their amount constituted 80% of all wastes (fig.1.). The necessity for environmental protection as well as economic reasons cause that foundry plants are more and more often using processes that allow for the reclamation of quartz matrices from the spent sands (mostly by mechanical reclamation methods).

Regardless of the reclamation method chosen, the spent sands are subject to the treatment performed (most often) in the following sequence of operations [3-6]:

- Preliminary separation of mechanical (mainly metallic) contaminations,
- Breaking up caked sands after their knocking-out,
- Sieving of sands and separating grain size ranges for reclamation,
- Repeating separation of metal contaminant,
- Secondary reclamation, liberating the sand grains from the leftovers of the spent binding materials by using ways that allow us to remove binding material coatings from the grain surfaces,
- Removing undesirable reclamation products by dedusting sand grains,
Separating sand grains of determined size and uniformities (classified according to grain size).

The treatment of spent sands based on applying the first four operations is called the primary reclamation process [3]. Its full realization is necessary to perform the further processes of removing the binding material coatings. At that stage, the grains are not yet satisfactorily separated from the binding materials, as this process rather allows for the separation of large grain conglomerates (in effect, reducing the amount of reclaimed material) that can be added to fresh sands for casting production.

Together with the primary reclamation, the secondary reclamation constitutes the complementary treatment system for cleaning sand grains from the remains of spent binder coatings and from technologically useless fractions of sand bases. The task of more efficiently liberating grains from the base requires more aggressive techniques than the ones applied during the primary reclamation.

In the investigations concerning the devices for spent sand reclamation as well as the process of matrix liberation from used binding materials performed up to now, the focus was placed on the final reclamation result while the primary reclamation related to the crushing of the used sand to an assumed diameter remains omitted and underestimated [7–14]. As it can be assumed, this has been due to the fact that most of the reclamation devices realize both primary and secondary reclamation. Nowadays, the reclamation process is often realized in two separated systems dedicated to primary and secondary reclamation. Obtaining information concerning the influence of both processes on the final effect is important for the development of devices for matrix reclamation as well as for process improvement, in order to achieve a reclamation of a quality similar to that of fresh sands.

2. Aim of investigations

During the casting process, molding sand is overheated due to the heat transfer phenomena. Heat is transferred from the casted metal to the mold prepared with molding sand. Molding sand is overheated to various temperatures depending on the distance from the casted element. When a mold is prepared from organic sand, overheating of the sand influences the reclaimability of the sand.

In the presented research, overheating of the molding sand phenomena was simulated by the heating of molding sand samples to the assumed temperatures.

The determination of the influence of the used sand temperature, duration of the crushing process, upper sieve loading conditions, and vibratory engine supply frequency on the crushing and sieving processes realized with the model vibratory stand was the aim of our investigations.

A separate stand realized on a reduced scale was built, which is an analogous process of the primary reclamation treatment of spent foundry sands. The sands were introduced in an agglomerated form, which occurs in the industrial device Regmas [2, 10].

The model system mounted on the table has a vibratory drive, allowing us to control the vibration frequency within a range of 40-60 Hz, as well as the system for measuring the vibration parameters and drive power. The main components of the stand are presented in Figure 2: a – a computer measuring system for determining the vibration parameters; b – a set of model sieves. The primary reclamation function is realized in the set of four horizontal sieves of decreasing mesh clearances while maintaining the same geometrical dimensions as applied in the Regmas device [3, 8-9]. The dimensions of the riddle on which the sieves were placed was equal to 400 x 400 mm. The mesh clearance of the sieves (successively from the top) was 50 x 50 mm (wire \( \phi \) 4.8 mm), 22.3 x 22.3 mm (wire \( \phi \) 2.46), 5 x 5 mm (wire \( \phi \) 1 mm), and 1.80 x 1.80 mm (wire \( \phi \) 0.4 mm).

In order to avoid the very diversified burning of spent sand obtained from the foundry plant (as it would disturb the clearness of the results), specially prepared model sand based on the fresh
sand matrix was applied in the tests. This sand was marked KWARCOWY PIASEK FORMIERSKI 1K 0.20/0.16/0.32 J89-WK 1.26 1400°C acc. PN-85/H-11001), with a KALTHARZ U404 resin added in an amount of 1% as related to the silica weight and hardened by paratoluenesulphonic acid 100T3 (added in amounts of 0.5% as related to the silica sand weight). The additions of the resin and hardener was due to the manufacturer’s recommendation.

Cubic shaped elements with sides of 80 mm and weighing 0.8 kg were formed from the prepared sand. The size of the sample was due to the analysis of the mold knock-off process presented in [2]. The analysis showed that more than 80% of the sand after knocking out the cast (before primary reclamation) is characterized by agglomerate sizes between 60 and 100 mm. Next, the samples were compacted by vibrations up to an apparent density of 1.56-1.57 g/cm³ then hardened and subjected to heating under controlled conditions. The hardened samples were divided into four groups. The first group (not heated) was treated as the reference group (marked MR). The remained three groups were heated for approx. 4 hours. The heating was performed at temperatures of 100°, 200°, and 300°C.

The heating temperature was chosen in accordance to the research [14] in which it was stated that, in traditional casting systems, over 90% of sand in the mold is overheated to a temperature below 300°C.

The groups were marked as follows: 100°C – Sand 1; 200°C – Sand 2; and 300°C – Sand 3. The sand samples intended for bending-strength tests were prepared in a similar fashion. The time functions of the crushing and sieving process were tested for the model set of prepared samples of the reference sand at various overheating degrees, applying three different supply frequencies of the vibratory drive motor at various feed loads of the sieves. The total program of the investigations of the primary reclamation on the experimental stand is shown schematically in Fig. 3.

The upper sieve was loaded by various feed weights in individual investigation stages. Three increasing load degrees were assumed. Assuming that the dimensions of the sieve surface allow the theoretically tight placement of 20 shaped elements (100%), the following loading degrees were used in our investigations: 5% (which means 1 shaped element), 45% (9 shaped elements), and 85% (16 shaped elements). The view of the upper sieve with 1 and 16 shaped elements is presented in Figure 3.

The investigations described in this paper were performed at vibration frequencies of 40, 50, and 60 Hz, and the arbitrary loading degree of the model sieve with the feed equals N(5%) (1 sand sample x 0.8 kg). The applied frequencies of the vibrations were chosen due to the engine’s specifications.

![Fig. 3. Examples of loading degrees of upper sieve: a) 5% (0.8 kg); b) 85% (12.8 kg)](image_url)
3. Results of investigations

The first element of the research was to investigate the bending strength of the moulding sand with a Kaltharz binder and 100T3 hardener in its initial stage and after heating it to temperatures of 100°, 200°, and 300°C. Before being subjected to heating and after mixing and vibration, the molding samples were held at a temperature of 20°C for 24 hours. These holding conditions guaranteed that the samples attained their final strength. The bending strength pathways as heating time functions are presented in Figure 5 together with the bending strength $R_g$ change of the reference sand samples held at the ambient (20°C) temperature (AMB).

Fig. 5. Bending strength pathways as heating time function of samples in furnace of temperatures of 100°, 200°, and 300°C; also, bending strength $R_g$ change of reference sand samples hardened at ambient temperature (AMB)

This shows that heating of the sand at a temperature of 100°C does not cause any decrease in the sand bending strength as related to the reference sand strength hardened before the heating process. This bending strength is even higher by 8.3%. Heating at higher temperatures causes - adequate to a temperature – a decrease in the bending strength $R_g$, which is of a linear character. The data indicates that, at a temperature of 300°C, the final bending strength after 4 hours of heating is zero (an average decrease was 0.525 MPa in 30 min.). Analogous data for the heating temperature of 200°C is as follows: the final strength is lower by approx. 50%, with an average decrease of 0.24 MPa for each 30 minutes of heating.

In successive Figures 6, 7, and 8, the pathways of the crushing process of the shaped elements at the apparent loading of the upper sieve being 5% (a single element of a weight of 0.8 kg) – obtained at three different temperature values of heating the test shaped elements – are presented. The comparison of the obtained results for Sand 1 (Fig. 6) allows us to notice minus mesh amounts very similar to the reference sand (MR) values. The final increase of the sand minus mesh was also similar. It confirms the observations resulting from the data in Fig. 6 that sand subjected to heating at a temperature of 100°C (Sand 1) retains still strength properties similar to the initial sand (MR). After heat treatment, the sand is relatively resistant to crushing, since 60 to 87% of the feed still remains in the upper sieve after 30 minutes of sieving.

Fig. 6. Influence of crushing and sieving time of shaped element of Sand 1 (heating temperature – 100°C) on changes of feed amount on upper sieve and on minus mesh increase on bottom, at various frequencies of supplying vibratory motors

Fig. 7. Influence of crushing and sieving time of shaped element of Sand 2 (heating temperature – 200°C) on changes of feed amount on upper sieve and on minus mesh increase on bottom, at various frequencies of supplying vibratory motors

Fig. 8. Influence of crushing and sieving time of shaped element of Sand 3 (heating temperature – 300°C) on changes of feed amount on upper sieve and on minus mesh increase on bottom, at various frequencies of supplying vibratory motors
Sand 2 (Fig. 7) subjected to heat treatment at a temperature of 200°C indicates a much higher character of changes of the tested quantities than Sand 1. The significant degradation degree of the bending strength causes that all of the feed is sieved from the upper sieve after 15 minutes (regardless of the frequency of the vibrations). Also, the minus mesh increase is much larger, achieving 40-60% at frequencies of the vibratory motor supply being 40 to 60 Hz.

The heating process of the shaped elements causes changes in the binder contents, as it evaporates and undergoes partial thermal destruction. The ignition loss values of the minus mesh (presented in Table 1) reveal that heating the shaped elements at a temperature of 300°C decreases the ignition losses by half as compared to the reference sand (MR).

Table 1.
Ranges of ignition losses of minus mesh [wt. %]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sand</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sand MR</td>
<td>1.29÷1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand 1</td>
<td>1.23÷1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand 2</td>
<td>1.14÷1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand 3</td>
<td>0.68÷0.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sand 3 (Fig. 8) heated at a temperature of 300°C indicates the high degradation degree of the binder and the lack of strength, which causes that 70% of the feed is sieved already after 5 minutes of device operation; after 30 minutes, nearly 90% is sieved at the lowest supplying frequency of the vibratory motors (40 Hz).

It was shown in [2] that, for assessing the given sand ability for the primary reclamation, the overall diagram of minus mesh increase on the bottom based on the performed investigations of crushing and sieving can be applied. The relative crushing index was proposed in the following form:

\[ W_{\text{crush}} = \frac{P_{\text{DM(i)}}}{P_{\text{DMR}}} \]

where:
- \( P_{\text{DM(i)}} \) – minus mesh on the bottom increase for tested used sand, %
- \( P_{\text{DMR}} \) – minus mesh on the bottom increase for reference sand, %

The graphical presentation example of the calculated relative crushing indexes \( W_{\text{crush}} \) for the model sands subjected to heating for 4 hours at temperatures of 100°, 200°, and 300°C [2] is given in Figure 9. The frequency of the supplying vibratory motors equal 50Hz.

4. Conclusions

The investigations performed on the model vibratory stand allows us to state that:
- the highest influence on the primary reclamation process has the sand overheating degree. Already at a temperature of 200°C, the bending strength value of the sand samples is decreased by half, while the total loss of this value occurs after long-term heating (4h) at a temperature of 300°C.
- The process of primary reclamation runs the most intense during first 5 minutes of the process. This assumption can be expressed based on the value of the relative crushing index, which is described in the paper.
- Influences of the process parameters such as the supply frequency of the rotodynamic motors and crushing time are also important for the effectiveness of the lump fragmentation. When the frequency is higher, the effectiveness of the primary reclamation process is greater.
- The laboratory stage designed and presented in the paper for primary reclamation allows us to test and compare the...
different molding sands used in terms of their susceptibility to the primary regeneration process.
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